
 

 

 

 

GRAND MASTER  FIGJAM 0408 993 099 RELIGIOUS ADVISER & 
HASH NERD 

Boxy 
 

0448 841 912 

HASH CASH Abbo 
 

TBA HASH HABERDASH Heart Starter 
 

0416 673 983 

HARE RAISER Smooth Ride 0422 805 565 HASH TRASH Mammary 
Stick 

0417 776 098 

HASH BOOZE Shredder 0402 229 970 SONG MISTRESS Flower 0408 706 641 

HASH FLASH Ned 0407 500 843 HASH RECYCLER Ten Fingers 0424 955 426 

 
Flower loved every minute of setting her run, and we'd like to reassure her that all of us are quite 
happy if she wants to do more of them.  One a month, or even fortnightly, would be 
ideal.  Smooth Ride is happy to book her in.  Flower set the usual idyllic trail through the gently 
undulating hills of Bridgeman Downs, and included the National Lampoons Christmas lights on 
Trouts Rd, where clearly the inhabitants started setting up their displays in April.  Some of the 
friendly harriettes even stopped to socialise with the homeowners - probably hoping to be invited 
in for some Christmas cheer.  Considering the shirts they were wearing, this was highly unlikely. 
 
Simpleton gave the run report and said he was very impressed with the fat arrows.  Despite the 
shortage of regroups he gave it a score of 7.25 out of 10.  Vampire loved the walk and had been 
part of the detour contingent who had a closer look at the Christmas lights and managed to get 
some local family history on the way, so gave it 10 out of 10 for creativity and nativity.  Boxy 
wasn't asked to give any reports as he's still highly contagious, and told an appropriately crude 
contagious joke which won't be repeated by the trash.  He also claimed that the GM told him that 
when he's contagious he just sucks on a Fisherman's Friend, however Boxy felt this was easier 
for the GM as he lives near the beach... 
 
There were some animated discussions held regarding the AGPU, and the GM has distributed 
an email with selected dates to be voted on.  As the words 'democratic hash' would normally be 
considered an oxymoron, this puts the BNH3 morons at the forefront of democratic hashes.  The 
venue hasn't yet been arranged as it will be dependent on dates.  Beachmere might be 

It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, 
is happening now, or will happen at some time in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 
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unavailable if the date and daylight saving time are inconvenient (private Christmas Party joke - 
thank you Jake). 
 
Awards/Down Downs 
 

Hash Award Hasher For 

Hare Flower Setting her own fun run. 

Big Prick Smooth Ride 

Seen sidling up to Ten Fingers and telling him he 
was looking exotic tonight.  Pounda advised her that 
Specsavers have a special on at the moment. 

Small Prick Fidel 

Fidel & Boxy both accused each other of having lost 
the small prick.  Boxy got the sympathy vote 
because of his contagion, and Fidel got landed with 
the shiny new small prick. 

Dummy Chunda Singapore Sling gave this to Chunda for whinging 
about having to wear the grub shirt on the run. 

Brush MIA   

Arse Saver MIA   

Grub Shirt Singapore Sling Awarded to SS by Chunda in retaliation for giving 
Chunda the dummy. 

Other Charges 
Chargee/s For 

Fidel 

Returnee - Fidel - the usual level of interest was 
shown in his whereabouts over previous weeks ie 
nil. 

GM & ET 

For sucking on Fisherman's Friends.  ET got to have 
a drink with him now that she's the new GM of 
Thirsty. 

Boxy Telling contagiously unfunny jokes. 

Flower 

For her one regroup.  She said it was a token 
gesture regroup, so she received a token gesture 
beer. 

Chunda 
Being so excited about coming to hash he wore his 
shirt inside out. 

Ten Fingers 
Tried to charge Fidel with being too flash for hash, 
but this was not surprisingly reversed. 

Singapore Sling 
Not needing to use lights.  This can often be 
because of the sun shining out of orifices. 



Singapore Sling 
Putting the grub shirt on back to front.  Smooth Ride 
suggested we just turn his head backwards. 

Ten Fingers 

Tried to charge Ryvita for her hash accessory 
coordination, but this became a reverse charge 
because her shoelaces didn't match. 

 
 
NEXT WEEK’S RUN – Run No. 2169  09.12.2019:   Ten Fingers, 57 McNeill Road, 
Kallangur. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 

• Combined Christmas Hash Bash – 7th December 
• Red Dress Run – 13th December 
• Bike Hash – 22nd December to be held at Wakerley (on the dark side) – see website 
• Next year’s BNH3 Camping weekend will be held on 23rd – 27th October 2020 ie the 

first weekend in November (341 sleeps). 
• Nudgee Beach Surf Carnival – Monday 13th January 2020 
• Limit on food expenditure is $110 with receipts required. 

 
 
 
 
 

          
 
 

            
 
 
 
 



            
 
 

 

        
 
    
 

 
 

 

                      

             

 

                    



 

                    

 

           

 



        

          


